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CULTURE   I   Continental Hydraulics E N G I N E E R I N G

Clarity provided:

Culture strategy

Workshops via Zoom

Brand identity

Internal campaign

Tone of voice

Identity guidelines

Presentations

Revised and created:

• Internal culture direction  

  and management team  

  buy-in

•  Build-up culture map  

and story

Our purpose is to advance 
human potential and application 

technology for a world in motion.

OUR 
PURPOSE

Our vision is to deliver advanced
motion solutions through engineering 

excellence and application know-how to 
our valued customers.

OUR 
VISION

OUR
 TECHNOLOGY

Our technology drives our business. 
With continued investment, we engineer 
significant advances in motion solutions.    

Our continuous learning enables our 
people to grow and flourish in a 

supportive and vibrant environment. 

OUR 
LEARNING

OUR
CULTURE

PEOPLE

QUALITY

TECHNOLOGY

PARTNERSHIP

V
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ENGINEERING
EXCELLENCE

EASY TO DO
BUSINESS WITH

PEOPLE
WHO CARE

APPLICATION
KNOW-HOW OUR

DIFFERENCE
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Discuss new ideas 
since Day One

FURTHER 
THOUGHTS

Mapping the future 
with our PVV

OUR JOURNEY
TOGETHER

Discuss responsibilities 
within the Team 

toward advancement

RESPONSIBILITY
vs

ACCOUNTABILITY

Agree timelines and
 actions

CHANGE IN 
MOTION

Engaging and inspiring 
our Managers 

THE NEXT LEVEL
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PHASE ONE

PHASE THREE

PHASE FOUR

PHASE TWO

CONTINENTAL 
CULTURE CHANGE

STRATEGY

IDENTIFY & DEFINE
•  Areas of importance within each department
•  Complete, agree and document our PVV
•  Agree Quick-Wins activities
•  Roles & responsibilities
•  Timeline for activities
•  Approve Clarity’s creative solutions
•  Employee Survey questions

MEASURE & REPORTING
•  Collate feedback and each Team member to report-in 
on e�ectiveness and progress
•  Discuss future activities
•  Constantly communicate

IMPLEMENT & ALIGN
Quick-Wins  •

Develop our Infinity model & presentation  •
Integrate PVV to HR processes & activities   •

Consider the next level of employees  •
Discuss the company-wide presentation  •

Constantly communicate  •

CONTINUOUS DEVELOPMENT
Explore new initiatives  •

Monitor progress internally  •
Maintain a sense of urgency  •

Constantly communicate  •

journey 
together

Based in Minneapolis, Continental Hydraulics provide advanced engineering 
solutions for the application issues their customers are facing across North 
America. As a member of the Duplomatic Group in Europe, Continental were 
charged with achieving higher growth and productivity. 

Internal change within Continental in 2020 became a priority in light of the 
Covid pandemic. The Leadership Team were charged to create and implement  
a strategy to generate a unified culture to align and inspire their people.

Clarity created the golden thread to all activity and communications, crucial to 
the visibility, emotional buy-in and sustainability of culture change. Employees 
across the company needed to understand and recognise their individual  
contribution to the performance, growth and prosperity of Continental.


